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REFUSING TO SAY THE WORDS CLIMATE CHANGE DOES NOT MEAN THAT IT IS
NOT HAPPENING
SAID OBAMA AT EVERGLADES PARK

Paris, Washington DC, 23.04.2015, 17:57 Time

USPA NEWS - "Climate change can no longer be denied. It can´t be edited out. It can´t be omitted from the conversation. And action
can no longer be delayed"said President Obama celebrating “ª#“ŽEarthDay“¬ at Everglades National Park."Protecting the one planet
we've got is what we have to do for the next generation

OBAMA DELIVERS HIS REMARKS FROM EVERGLADE PARK AS DID THE PREVIOUS PRESIDENTS OF USA
While everybody is celebrating Earth Day, President Obama payed a visit to Everglades National Park, Florida. It is an appointment
must for presidents of the United States of America precedents, particularly marked this year of global warming. Visiting Everglade
National Park in Florida is important but also an opportunity for the President to meet and discuss with gourds of students, symbol of
the new generations. He also delivered some important remarks about how small actions can add up to big environmental change.
President Obama gave had a talk with groups of students from the Everglades, Florida,
yesterday.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Today, more than 80 percent of American families live in urban areas, and many don't have access to safe outdoor spaces. This past
February, the Obama Administration launched a new initiative to provide all 4th grade students and their families free admission to all
National Parks and other federal lands and waters for a full year -- starting with the 2015-2016 school year.
Earlier this week, Senior Advisor Brian Deese wrote Americans around the country, encouraging them to help make the importance of
fighting the effects of climate change personal and local for their friends and followers by sharing a photo of the park or natural space
they're fighting to protect.

OBAMA'S ADMINISTRATION HAS MADE CLIMATE CHANGE A PRIORITY FOR ACTION NOW--------------------
On this special occasion of Earth Day celebration, President Obama said : "Climate change is real, and so are the President's actions
to fight it." in the line of US presidents who preceded him. In fact the President is right, as the science is clear.
"Protecting the one planet we've got is what we have to do for the next generation." when visiting Everglades National Park.
In Beijing last November, President Obama and Chinese leader Xi Jinping each announced bold new climate change targets. This
was the first time the leaders of the two leading-emitters of greenhouse gases came together to address the issue in a constructive
and far-sighted way.
For more information see : www.whitehouse.gov, go.wh.gov/EarthDay “ª#“ŽActOnClimate“¬, http://ofa.bo/e4Ph, http://
go.wh.gov/S984Qb
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